


Magnificent. Simply magnificent...



  …yourself in the heart of Dublin on that august and splendid Georgian 

square, St. Stephen’s Green, at the top of Dublin’s f inest shopping 

avenue, Grafton Street. If you know it, you know it’s perfect. Exactly 

what you want, exactly. Where you. Want. It.

Find...

…something really unique, a place from which you can…



…through the doors into a quirky feeling that you’ve been here before. A 

warm, knowing smile appears on your lips in a 5 star hotel designed by Sir 

Terence Conran that’s just a little bit different. We stand quietly, discretely, 

a contemporary design in a classic setting upstaged only by the kind of 

thoughtful, attentive, welcoming personal service. You thought. Had. 

Disappeared. Gone. Forever.

...walk...

…to just about everywhere, returning to…





…a soft, deep, refreshing sleep on a cloud of cotton and feathers in the arms of 

absolute, unapologetic luxury of a four-poster bed. Sleep, and awaken blinking and 

wondering and just lie there for a minute. And enjoy. That. Indescribable. Feeling.

...sleep...

…in a cocoon of luxury, or to…





…in Thornton’s where Ireland’s most acclaimed chef creates 

culinary masterpieces that are never the same. Taste the 

sumptuous. The sublime divine. And savor and then admire. The 

elusive. Michelin praise. On. The. Wall.

...eat...

…something extraordinary that you will long, long remember, and a… 





…in the hotel bar, the Inn On The Green, where the great and the good mix in 

frivolous ritual with cocktails and black pints. A drink or a taste of the humour 

that has always, always made this city unique. Or go to the uber-chic Citron, 

for a bite. It’s all right. Here. At your. Elbow.

...drink...

…where you feel like a member of the cast you spontaneously…





…somewhere that says everything before you even speak. You 

have arranged this so you want to make an impression. You mean 

business. But not just any business at any quality. Business of a 

certain standard. Five star business. Mind. You.

...meet...

…and leave them thinking, hard, while you keep an appointment with 

someone to…





…you rotten. Massage, nails, facial, waxing, tan – everything you need to feel better. 

Or look fantastic. Or, we suggest, both. And ascend to the huge, ultra-luxurious 

Penthouse with your own butler and bar, cinema and grand piano. Exquisite with. 

...spoil...

Plenty. Of. Wow.





...yourself and you can depart as a new person entirely, as this is...

...impossible to top...
…because this is as good as it gets. Anywhere in the world.  

   You will not. Find. An. Equal.



Location
The f ive star Fitzwilliam Hotel enjoys Dublin’s top address – uniquely positioned on St 

Stephen’s Green, paces away from Grafton Street, Ireland’s premier shopping location. 

Understated luxury, a fresh approach and impeccable service make The Fitzwilliam Hotel 

the perfect retreat for business and pleasure.

Facilities
• 138 Contemporary Air Conditioned Rooms  

• Stunning 1800sq ft Penthouse

• Complimentary Broadband in all Guest Rooms

• Fitness Suite

• Hair and Beauty Salon

• Secure on Site Car Parking
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